
A COMPARISON OF THE GREAT GATSBY AND CITIZEN KANE

Free Essay: The Great Gatsby & Citizen Kane " You are today where your thoughts have brought you; you will be
tomorrow where your.

One belief is that of hope, limitless possibilities and reaching human potential. In responses to the letter sent to
Charles offering numerous businesses to own, he writes his disinterest in all of the sure-money businesses
except the New York Inquirer. But the voters of this stateâ€¦ Charles has become more interested in the
devotion of the people of New York than his wife, son, and friends. Daisy, much like Susan Alexander, always
convinced herself that she knew what she really wanted out of life. Towards the middle of the story, as we
dive deeper into his business life and his inexplicable love for Daisy Buchanan, Gatsby remains an enigma,
but a negative light is cast over his magnificent aura. Key ideas such as the theme of 'the American Dream',
narration, symbolism and characterisation are expressed in both "The Great Gatsby and "Citizen Kane. It
doesn't work, as he is forced to meet Daisy in Nick's home. They each come from similar backgrounds. His
efforts to benefit the lower-class citizens seem to create of compensate for his early childhood deprivations. In
Citizen Kane Mr.. Thus both characters being very similar yet also diverse. It is interesting, then, that in this
personal style, we find two of the same characters; one might call them part of an archetype if they are brave.
Kane does the same thing. Throughout The Great Gatsby Mr.. Kane both held a great amount of power as
adults. Kane wants to be loved. They get it wrong. Kane was a man who lost almost everything. He was
almost forced to go Into that way of living. In Gatsby, there is a double layer of nostalgia, as Nick relays and
narrates what Gatsby and others have said about Gatsby's past life and his long rooted relationship with Daisy.
At the end of Citizen Kane, the journalists conclude that the mystery of "rosebud" is unsolvable Daisy
represents shallow wealth and status in the material world. Hope is the only thing that makes life worth living,
even if it causes an unhappy ending, as seen in Citizen Kane and The Great Gatsby. Kane would publish
ridiculous stories about people in them. Gatsby bought that house so that Daisy would be just across the bay.
What makes you cringe? Sound familiar? Gatsby and Mr. This is precisely the problem. As the story develops,
Gatsby turns from an mysterious wealthy neighbor hosting countless high class parties into a miserable middle
aged man with a lonely and desperate social life and a shady business life. As the story progresses, we come to
the eras of Kane's life that are narrated by Jebediah Leland, Susan Alexander, and Remand which expose the
sad realities of his relationships and personal life. Therefore both characters hold much power as adults. You
always have a green light that burns all night at the end of your dock. Kane is a very powerful man who owns
a newspaper company and was raised by a banker named Walter Parks Thatcher.


